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Exercises & Activities  
 
 
Matthew 
 
Grandmother’s Footsteps 
Initially thought this couldn’t work online, but has proved to be a hit with a range of age 
groups: 

• Get the participants to stand as far back from their camera’s as they can. 
• ‘Grandmother’ sits at computer with their eyes covered. “Turing around” but 

opening their eyes and seeing who they can spot moving. 

• Goal is to get to the computer and do the thumbs up reaction first.      
• Can be difficult working around different size rooms, people are working between 

different parameters. Some needed to move in slow motion or be more creative if 
they could not get far enough away from their screen. 

 
 
Aimie 
 
Tik Tok Hands 
Exercise to bring them together and focus them. Group loved it because of the tik tok 
inspiration:  

• Each choose 5 actions with their hands on the screen.  

• They show the group, who learn it and repeat back. 

• Can be as simple or as difficult as you want to be. Expand with more advanced 
groups, to memorise all the moves, or one at time for younger groups. 

• If you can do it to music try to use the tik tok song! 
 
 
Lisa 
 
Buzzy Bees 
We’ve adapted a rehearsal room fave to make this work online:  

• Move around your Zoom Box “like a….” 

• Freeze and group have 10secs to get into a shape eg something beginning with a 
G/an animal you’d find at a zoo etc. 

• Step 3 – Ask each person what they are. If 2 people are the same they go out.  



• Wouldn’t normally play this with older groups but this worked really well with 
them as a warm up over Zoom   

 
 
Fetch 
A great game inspired by ideas on the Company 3 website.  

• 15 secs to grab a specified item and bring it back to the zoom chat. 
• Mixed it up with more descriptors eg something red, something you’ve owned for 

years. 

• Makes it a bit more creative and a potential conversation opener. Groups get to 
know each other in a way that they might not in class 

 
 
Matthew 
 
3 Animals. 
Like Rock, Paper, Sissors but with animals (and socially distanced!) 

• Share 3 animals’ movements. Group practise and learn the movements together. 
• Count down from 3, 2, 1 …. Then each person in the group has to choose and do one 

of the movements. 

• Anyone who does the same as the leader goes out.  
 

 
Night at the Museum 
Can take place either in live sessions or offline. Matthew created this prerecorded activity, 
using canva to Movie to create video presentations. 

- He plays the tour guide in the museum giving participants the opportunity to 
recreate different artifacts they might find in each are eg Natural world, Space etc.   

- If you are interesting in watching or finding out more, email Matthew on admin @ 
regalyouthcompany.com  

 
Jonathan 
 
Family Fairy Tales 
Activity people can do in their own time and involving other members of their household.  

• Choose a fairytale or children's book and read it with your family. 

• Now create six tableau scenes (frozen pictures) that tell the whole story, using your 
family members. 

• Participants requested to "direct” their family members in these tableau scenes, and 
are given the opportunity to take pictures of each one, and share on group social 
media page.  

• Option that other users can guess which fairy tale or story used.  

 
Magic Product Commercials 
Offline activity to encourage creative thinking and get the imagination going. This is an arts 
and crafts/ drama activity.  



• Young people asked to create a magical product. This could be anything from shoes 
that make you dance like a pro, a  dog collar that allows your dog to talk, scented 
vacuum cleaner. Let your imagination run wild.  

• Once you have thought of a product. Create a prototype.  

• Then film a short video commercial of yourself promoting it. 
• Again option available to share online or not.  
• Important to acknowledge that often people may not feel comfortable sharing 

their results publicly. So this could be optional or not part of the project at all. 
 
Katie 
 
Project by Post 
Toonspeak work with a lot of the young people who won’t have access to get online, and 
are putting activities in place to ensure they have the opportunity to be creative in their 
own homes. These include: 

- Action Cards sent by post to young peoples homes, suggesting creative activities 
they can do offline. Eg make a musical instrument from household objects. 

- Shadow Puppets activity kits with instructions on how to create a story for your 
puppets. Some YP sent back pictures  

 
 
Discussion Points 
 
Leaders have found it really useful to have a conversation with the group about what does 
and does not work on Zoom.  Being honest and clear that these are new ways of working 
and collaborating with group to see what works best for everyone. Feedback is key!  
 
Platforms: 

-  Zoom felt good for interactivity.  
- Facebook live could be a good option for less interactive sessions. Particularly as 

people do not have to come on camera and can play back at their own time.  
 
Breakout rooms.: 

- Groups keen to experiment more with breakout rooms, however aware that staff 
numbers may not allow for there to be an adult present in each room.  

- Options may including leader moving between rooms and using the call for help 
option. 

- Breakout rooms felt to have worked best with older groups (16+) during creative 
activities.  

 
Working Online:  

- Average groups sizes tented to be around 10-12 Young People -  this number feels 
manageable.  

- Those who are quieter are still participating, but it’s more difficult to read the room 
and stay aware non verbal signals which would normally guide some facilitation. 

- Many are noticing group sizes are smaller. Not everyone is able or wanting to engage 
just now.  



- Concern around participants who are not able to engage with online work. Either 
lack of facilities/equipment or additional support needs. Many reaching out 
individually to help them still feel part of the group. Offering offline activities and 
things people could do in their own time felt important 

 
Useful links and resources: 
 

• YTAS’s Coronavirus Youth Theatre Sector Guidance is being continually updated. We 
have also created a document of Zoom Tips – which we will add to and develop as 
we learn more. 

 
• Company Three’s digital safeguarding template is really useful starting point for 

adapting your policies and practises to improve online safety. 
 

• YTAS will be holding more ideas sharing sessions  as part of our YT Essentials Online 
programme. Please do keep a look out online and join any other sessions or our 
weekly check-ins for Managers and Freelancers. 

 

https://www.ytas.org.uk/resources/toolkit/coronavirus-guidance/
https://www.ytas.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/YTAS-Guide-to-Zoom-April-2020.pdf
http://www.companythree.co.uk/resources#coronavirus-resources
https://www.ytas.org.uk/yt-essentials-programme/
https://www.ytas.org.uk/resources/all-resources/ytas-sector-support-check-ins/

